Intermediate Project Assignment 1

Part 1: Due Nov. 8

Individual Tasks: (Friday, Nov. 8, 5 pm)
1. Find at least 2 resources that provide background information for your automotive system. For each, summarize the following information:
   a. Unique feature(s) across the 3 sources
   b. Constraints (e.g., platform, design, organizational, etc.)
   c. Safety features described
2. Compile a list of requirements for YOUR project using this background information and the project description for YOUR team.
3. Compile a list of questions for project
4. Submit Requirements list and questions to D2L (under assignments) AND send lists to your Project Manager

Team tasks: (Monday, Nov. 11, 12 pm)
1. Roles assigned to the team members (in class, Nov. 6)
2. Weekly meeting time and location for team. (in class, Nov. 6)
3. Create a skeletal website according to the assignment in the lecture notes.
   • Extra credit if website is ready by Friday at 5 pm, Nov. 8.

Project Manager: (Monday, Nov. 11, beginning of class)
1. Collate individual requirements into one document
2. Collate individual questions into one document
3. Bring hardcopies to class; submit electronic (in Word) to TAs before class.
   Subject header: “TEAM-Name, Requirements1, Questions1”